Backlash over Google rigging the internet for political attacks
widens!
Google has now been caught in over a decade of internet search
and mood manipulation rigging in their manic devotion to
election and public policy rigging.

GOOGLE CENSORSHIP OF TRUMP?
By Sam Wenkert •
Since the beginning of Trump’s presidential run, it has been extremely difficult to find pro Donald
Trump news and updates. Even though there are established websites that favor Trump, their favorable
articles never seem to work their way up into the top of Google search results.

Why is this?
Since beginning REGATED by introducing a Republican unity article, our own analysis team has
incessantly struggled to find supportive Donald Trump news on our Google searches — so we decided
to look into it; we had to make sure we weren’t crazy before throwing some interesting news into the
mix. We employed our own, Victor Smith, to do some research on the matter. He compiled the results
into a video, and the outcome was actually pretty surprising. Take a look:

What does this prove? That most of the represented Donald Trump articles found on Google
paint him in a negative light, while most of the Hillary Clinton articles that were shown,
approvingly support her.
Now, you might be thinking that this is a huge conspiracy theory. But here’s some evidence that will
make you rethink that: Over the past seven years, Google has supposedly been intertwined with and
created an unprecedented partnership with Obama’s White House — providing expertise, services,
advice, and personnel for vital government projects. Yes, that’s correct. It seems Google is supposedly
an integral part of Obama’s administration. Just how integral, though?
It’s not easy to tell. However, we can look at other countries to help us paint a picture of what could be
happening in this country, and why pro Donald Trump news is being censored. In the European Union,
Google is facing two major antitrust charges for taking advantage of its dominance in mobile operating
systems and search. Alternatively, in the United States, a strong case to sanction Google was obliterated
by an appointed commission. Who appointed this commission? The president. Barack Obama.

Both Google and the White House are very secretive about their
alleged partnerships. However, we do know the amount of times that each Google employee has visited
the White House. Some of these numbers are borderline insane. Johanna Shelton, a Google lobbyist,

visited the building 128 times in her career. This is over 2x as much as the leading representatives such
as Microsoft. The previous information was aggregated by The Intercept. They also reported that:
‘Americans know surprisingly little about what Google wants and gets from our
government,’ said Anne Weismann, executive director of Campaign for Accountability, a
nonprofit watchdog organization.
As you can see, all of these ties lead into the idea that it’s possible that Google is allegedly censoring
pro Donald Trump articles for their own political gain. It seems they have invested so much energy into
the Obama administration, and cannot face to lose all of the corruption that they have allegedly
manufactured if a Trump presidency is inevitable.
Google is also doing its part by supposedly eliminating the threat of small conservative news sites,
before they can gain traction and have a large web presence. It was reported by NewsWithViews that
users of Google Chrome were falsely notified that “malware” existed on their website, but not the
entire site. The malware blocks only occurred in columns that addressed political and social issues from
a conservative or libertarian perspective, according to several writers and the editor at NWV.
Readers attempting to access NWV content were met by warnings that
falsely claimed “malware” that was hazardous to personal computers
existed on the web site. A number of emails were received by the NWV
editor complaining about the problem and saying they were fearful of
damaging their desktop or laptop computers by accessing news stories
and opinion columns.
For example, one of the top columnists, Kelleigh Nelson, who frequently
writes on political issues had problems with readers not being able to
access her opinion pieces appearing on NWV. Kelleigh is 100% pro
Trump.
Google isn’t the only offender of this alleged remarkable censorship, though. It was recently discovered
that Facebook also favored their “trending news” bar toward pro – liberal news. Our own REGATED
writers found ties that correlated these incidents with Twitter, as well. What we have here is an
epidemic of free information, something that needs to change. And fast. This isn’t the same America
that our founding fathers built, and not even the same America that was progressed by Ronald Reagan.
There’s one man who can solve these kinds of problems in our generation, and that man is Donald J.
Trump.

If you are interested in writing opinion articles for REGATED, please contact us with a writing sample
included.
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Reddit Flips Out Over Google's Hiding of "Crooked Hillary"
Searches
From The Revelations exposed at:
http://www.breitbart.com/2016-presidential-race/2016/06/05/google-not-censoring-crooked-hillarysearches/
–] HeavyBeefCurtain 49 points (+50|-1) ago
Google has completed a comprehensive audit on its own businesses and found itself
completely not guilty on all charges.
• permalink
[–] Bigboned 13 points (+13|-0) ago
damn i am sold /s
• permalink
• parent
[–] jinbnters 7 points (+7|-0) ago
Oh, well thats that then guys pack it up - Google obviously is being critical and honest of its business
tactics
• permalink
• parent
[–] backside 11 points (+13|-2) ago
Hillary is the zionist jew's Merkel for the US. Hillary will complete the final order to genocide the
white gentiles.
• permalink
[–] trumpisright666 3 points (+3|-0) ago

Almost right. Hillary is another former president's wife trying to continue the bad acts of her husband.
Hillary is the American Christina Kirchnner.
• permalink
• parent
[–] Normal 0 points (+0|-0) ago
Bernie is an actual Jew with Zionist values. He supports everything that Soros does and he's been like
that all of his life. Hillary on the other hand just recently flipped flopped to the genocidal left. She's
corrupt but there's at least a chance that she would flip flop back to sanity.
• permalink
• parent
Load more replies (1 remaining)
[–] Telocaset 10 points (+11|-1) ago
I'm going to search for Crooked Hillary on Google right now about 50 times just to fuck with them
• permalink
[–] arrggg 1 points (+1|-0) ago
This is the proper response. Do it through startpage too so it appears to come from different sources
each time.
• permalink
• parent
[–] ChristoDeFetus 4 points (+4|-0) ago
is that a term? guilty hi gets you a hillary third, treason hil, lying hil, die hil... all autocomplete to
hillary... not seeing much scandal. hillary l gives logo, lies, liar and lying.
• permalink
[–] WhoFramedReaderRabit 4 points (+4|-0) ago
Google, and other silicon valley companies, are clearly working for The Left, cause Trump doesn't
support open immigration. If Trump is elected these tech companies won't be able to hire some
foreigner to do programming for half what a US worker would, It's all about keeping wages down.
http://regated.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/johanna_shelton-500x1024.pngPNG
http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/03/08/tech-ceos-meet-secretly-with-gop-leaders-to-stop-trump/
• permalink
[–] lakebird 3 points (+3|-0) ago

Google Search is all about your little bubble. I wouldn't believe a fucking thing coming out of any of
their searches.
• permalink
[–] Womb_Raider 2 points (+3|-1) ago
Yay now Google is outright lying to us :)
Everyone spam google searches for "crooked hillary emails" or something
• permalink
[–] ratsmack 1 points (+1|-0) ago (edited ago)
Yeah, that's all great and well, but they don't have to admit to anything... even if they are manipulating
the list.
• permalink
[–] windsse 1 points (+1|-0) ago (edited ago)
google.be and google.ad will autocomplete to Crooked Hillary at "crooke." It seems like most of the
google sites in English speaking countries will only autocomplete to "crooked hillary bernie" at
"crooked hilla."
And, of course, google.se doesn't autocomplete at all.
• permalink
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• permalink
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Google Search is all about your little bubble. I wouldn't believe a fucking thing coming out of any of
their searches.
• permalink
[–] Womb_Raider 2 points (+3|-1) ago
Yay now Google is outright lying to us :)
Everyone spam google searches for "crooked hillary emails" or something
• permalink
[–] ratsmack 1 points (+1|-0) ago (edited ago)
Yeah, that's all great and well, but they don't have to admit to anything... even if they are manipulating
the list.
• permalink
[–] windsse 1 points (+1|-0) ago (edited ago)
google.be and google.ad will autocomplete to Crooked Hillary at "crooke." It seems like most of the
google sites in English speaking countries will only autocomplete to "crooked hillary bernie" at
"crooked hilla."
And, of course, google.se doesn't autocomplete at all.
• permalink
[–] DrJungyBrogen 1 points (+1|-0) ago
Google hardly brings up anything when searching for Crooked Hillary.
But with Duckduckgo, as soon as I typed 'Croo' the autofill showed "Crooked Hillary" as the 2nd
choice.
Google is sucking on Hilldawgs wrinkled up, dried out tit in hopes of some political favor if she gets
elected.
• permalink

[–] JerseyWabbit 0 points (+0|-0) ago
Is Facebook's Zuckerberg one of their consultants?
• permalink
[–] derram 0 points (+0|-0) ago
Dunno, but they have been visited by people who openly call for the destruction of an open Internet.
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/09/24/google-ideas-invite-online-harassers-talk-onlineharassment/
• permalink
• parent
[–] VictorOscarAlphaTang 0 points (+0|-0) ago
True. Google rigs it's system for other nefarious reasons, and the reduced visibility of "Crooked
Hillary" was just an intended side effect.
• permalink
[–] 0x4F 0 points (+0|-0) ago
Google investigates Google, returns 404 on any evidence of wrongdoing.
• permalink
[–] agilemittens 0 points (+0|-0) ago
So add lying to the list then
• permalink
[–] spookybm 0 points (+0|-0) ago
Google... you were the miracle child of 2003.... but this blatant disregard to the people that grew
up with you... your matrix algorithm will soon be discovered and Google will end up second place
to the next search engine that takes the place over the intellectual rights that are soon to expire.
• permalink
[–] epsilona01 0 points (+0|-0) ago (edited ago)
The "related searches" are also odd.
Google: https://sli.mg/xSKIt8.jpgJPG
Bing: https://sli.mg/ime5j1.jpgJPG
• permalink
[–] runnn 0 points (+1|-1) ago

Look guys, I get it, shillary sucks. Everyone knows this is true. But let's not upvote a link to an article
that proves nothing whatsoever. Hell, it posits nothing! It's a fact couched cleverly in a fog of verbosity
and pomp, thoroughly enshrouded in an air of conspiracy with the sole purpose of inciting anger at a
massive NOTHING.
Yes, Clinton will be terrible. Yes, she's a lying scumbag. But more true even for those who wish to
shine a light on such truths: we cannot resort to the sensationalist journalism that is the domain of the
gawkers and enquirers of the world. Criticize the establishment dogs we must, but let us do so in the
light and conviction of knowledge and fact.
• permalink
[–] EllenPaosEgo 0 points (+0|-0) ago
Oh yeah we all know google never screws with the search engines to push their agendas /s
Google search "white american couple" if you don't believe me. Google has been caught fucking with
their search engine countless times. Why would you assume they wouldn't in this case as well?
https://i.sli.mg/6ZchqX.pngPNG
• permalink
• parent
[–] SoloPoloVision 0 points (+0|-0) ago (edited ago)
Google is also censoring the term "Trump is an idiot" and other negative things, just look at this these
comparisonsPNG!
• permalink
[–] Quawonk 0 points (+0|-0) ago
She is who the oligarchs want. Google, Facebook, etc. will help them as much as possible.
• permalink
[–] Adminstrater 0 points (+0|-0) ago
Standards dropping... Standards dropping everywhere.
• permalink
[–] ninjajunkie 0 points (+0|-0) ago
And Anna Nicole said she was marrying for love. People fucking lie, when did so many people forget
that?
Google was always evil.JPG
• permalink

[–] dallasmuseum 0 points (+0|-0) ago
Thats some real Polyhop shit right there
• permalink
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